
SINGAPORE AIRLINES MARKETING STRATEGY

Marketing Mix of Singapore Airlines analyses the brand/company which covers 4Ps (Product, Price, Place, Promotion)
and explains the Singapore Airlines.

The website of SIA is one of most user-friendly and advanced in the whole industry. This is often the case for
industrial marketing customers who may read industry and trade journals from other countries. These were the
main line of attack for SIA to compete among its competitors in the market and also to shore up its business
strategy. It is the standard for all other international airlines and everybody may believe this to be true. The
time limitation was the big issue. They continue to work really hard at making flying a glamorous and an
enjoyable experience. They have an  For example, pressure on US airlines stemming from low-cost carrier
competition has caused a number of the full-service airlines to begin charging for on-board services which
used to be free. With pull marketing, you are trying to create a sense of increased, time limited value so that
the customer will come into your store to buy. Kresge Professor of Marketing and Henry B. I know the airline
industry is sort of heavily regulated. To succeed in global marketing companies need to look carefully at their
geographic expansion. But, a decision of this magnitude is always a strategic proactive decision rather than
simply a reaction learning how to business abroad. Interestingly, Singapore Airlines has chosen to focus on
one aspect of the experiential brand strategy â€” in-flight hospitality and warmth featured by the Singapore
Girl â€” rather than trying to communicate the entire brand benefits through its messages. Conclusion
Singapore Airlines strongly embedded positioning and commitment to the brand has positioned it well to
compete in the new landscape. At business level strategy, SIA has managed to provide more quality services
to very demanding consumers to achieve their differentiation, and improve its cost-effective service
excellently to capture more new customers. At the corporate level, SIA follows a strategy of related
diversification. It operates worldwide as the flag carrier of the republic of Singapore, aiming to provide service
of the highest quality at reasonable prices for customers and a profit for the organization. The objective is to
unpack the business model used by Singapore Airlines, a most successful airline company from an Asian
country. Some classic examples are "half off! Let us start the Singapore Airlines Marketing Mix: Product: The
product strategy and mix in Singapore Airlines marketing strategy can be explained as follows: Singapore
Airlines is one of the finest airlines in the world, known for its high quality service and classy experience of
flying. With regard to business level strategy, Singapore airline has managed to deliver premium service to
demanding customers achieving differentiation at a level of cost that approach those of a budget carrier. The
survey found that most passengers wanted comfort and privacy space during the travel. In the same year, the
icon of the Singapore Girl was formed to create a common symbol to facilitate the airline marketing and
advertising campaign. Changes in the international political landscape has aroused political tension among the
state-owned airlines which compete for growth and market share. All the above promotions help Singapore
Airlines in giving it a competitive advantage and attracts new customers by creating value for the customers.
The Singapore Girl, the gentle hostess in her sarong kebaya was born. This gives Singapore Airline a more
complete market coverage. By abandoning their customer service strategy, even on restricted flights, the
premium US airlines were diluting their brand in search of short-term profitability. The two Boeing s were
delivered in end-September  SIA top management has been able to communicate in other ways to its
employees about the company's mission, and that a written mission is necessary. They do discount, but very,
very infrequently relative to the competition. Every frequent flyer achieves an elite Solitaire status with a wide
range of valuable privileges: most convenient check-in, additional baggage allowance, priority seating and
wait listing, and many more.


